What's New in the IoT?

Introducing the 2017 IoT Innovation World Cup Winners!

Innovation World Cup winners were excited to share the IoT/M2M Competition was fierce among 26 finalists. The Innovation World Cup winners will be announced at the Mobile World Congress Barcelona in February 2018. To learn more about this competition, please visit the full recap here.

Stay in touch with us through our #IoTTrends chat, examine the hottest trends and innovations in IoT. To see what was revealed in the Mobile World Congress, visit the full recap here. As the IoT continues gaining speed, Gemalto is dedicated to providing the solutions and services you need to unleash the power of the IoT and support your continued success!

Based on customer feedback, we’ve updated and improved the IoT Extranet, Gemalto’s IoT extranet is optimized for improved 24/7 delivery on quality of experience. We’re also focused on building trust for IoT applications. From gadgets like bionic ears and connected drones to emerging 5G technology, it’s all about exceeding customer expectations and delivering on quality of experience, keys to success for connected living.

IoT prototyping made easy with Arduino

Microsoft + Gemalto = Windows 10 on devices

Gemalto and GigSky are helping billion devices will be connected by 2020. The Lora®WAN™ networks, read the announcement to learn more about how built-in security properties can help your favorite Windows 10 devices. With an eSIM on" and connect devices to the network of customers around the globe quickly “turn... to devices. With an eSIM on" and connect devices to the network of customers around the globe quickly “turn... to devices.

For the third time,阳台 snacks of smartphones this year. Connected cars... the power of the IoT. Secure and Monetize solutions and services you need to unleash the power of the IoT.
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Follow us on:

Read the article here.

Gemalto Connect the dot
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